
N H Bounce House Rental Safety Rules 

 
                                                                             Maximum number of people in a Bounce House/Moonwalk  

                                                 Moonwalk size            children 8 & younger             children 8-12                teens (12 and up) 
                                                     13'x13'                                      5-8                                  4-6                                3-4 
                                                     15'x15'                                      8-12                                7-9                                4-5 
 

                                                                                                Important Safety Rules 

**Always operate under adult supervision. The safety on the children depends on you. 
  *A responsible ADULT must supervise the Bounce House at all times. 
  *No one shall operate, supervise or enter the Bounce House, if under the influence of ALCOHOL, DRUGS or any other  legal or illegal drug or substance. 
  *No one should enter the Bounce House with any type of existing injury. 

**Your personal supervision is absolutely required at all times. 

**Follow the guidelines as to the number of riders. 
   * Only compatible age groups and sizes shall play on the bounce house/moonwalk at the same time.  
   * Extra caution and supervision are required for children ages three (3) and under. 
   * Never allow older kids to bounce with children ages (3) and under unless they are supervised. 
**Individuals with Pre-existing Health Conditions.  
   *Head, neck, back or other muscular-skeletal injuries or disabilities, pregnant women, small infants and others who may be susceptible to injury from falls,         
 bumps or bouncing ect., are not permitted in or on the unit at any time. 

**Remove shoes, glasses and jewelry, ect... 
   *All persons must remove shoes, glasses and jewelry, ect... before playing in the Bounce House/Moonwalk. 
**No flips, wrestling, piling or extreme horseplay.  
   *As with flipping, improper use of the inflatable includes wrestling, riders piling on themselves, ect., 
     such activity may result in neck and back injuries to riders, these activities are not allowed. 
**Absolutely no- Silly String. 
   *No confetti, gum, food, drinks, sprays, or other sticky substances are allowed in or around the Bounce House/Moonwalk.  

   *Should "Silly String" ect., come in contact with the moonwalk, it would cause irreparable damage and customer will be charged $3,500 for a new unit. 
   *Failure to follow these guidelines will be result in the imposing of an additional cleaning fee of no less the $200.00 or up to a $3,500 replacement charge. 
**No Sharp Objects allowed inside or around the moonwalk. 

**Do not bounce against the sides or near the doorway of the unit- serious injuries may result. 
   *Do not jump on the inflatable step area of the Bounce House/Moonwalk. 
   *Do not hanging from the netting on the sides. 
   *Keep toddlers from putting netting in mouth. 
   *Stay off netting at all times. 
   *Do not allow climbing on the unit. 
   *Do not hang from the roof of the unit. 
   *Do not allow climbing on the unit itself or the netting by persons either inside or outside of the bounce house/moonwalk. 
   *A repair fee will be imposed if the sides/ roof is damaged from misuse and up to a $3,500 replacement charge may occur. 

**Do not put water inside the inflatable bouncers. 
  *Jumping inside the bouncer can be dangerous if the surface is slippery. 
**If the inflatable bouncer begins to deflate.  
   *REMOVE THE CHILDREN IMMEDIATELY. 
   *If the motor has stopped, make sure that it has been unplugged.. if the motor is still running, check the air-take screen on the side the 
 motor for blockage. 
   *Make sure the outlet has no other appliances plugged in. 
   *Make sure the breaker for the outlet has not tripped. If the problem persists, try another power outlet. 
   *Also check both blower tubes on the back of the moonwalk to make sure that they are tightly tied off. 
   *Never allow riders to jump in a partially inflated unit. 

**Keep children away from the blower. 

**Do not deflate the unit (unless rain is imminent), so that it may be inspected and cleaned prior to departure from the premises. 

**In case of rain and thunderstorms. 
   *Remove all persons from the Bounce House/Moonwalk and turn off the motor. 
   *When the thunderstorms and rain stop, first dry inside of the bounce house/moonwalk, with a soft clean towel before order to prevent slips. 
**Inclement Weather & Emergency. 
   *Do not use the Bounce House/Moonwalk if the wind exceed of 20 mph., in severe cold weather (below 40 degrees) and in a rain storm...Ect... 
   *Children should immediately exit of the moonwalk in the event of an emergency. 
   *The blower should there after be switched off and the unit allowed to deflate. 

   *Do not remove the Bounce House/Moonwalk from the area where it was installed. 
   *If the inflatable unit moves, pull it by its corner straps back to its original location of installation and tie & secure it with the anchors. 
   *Keep the inflatable unit away from swimming pools at all times. 
   *No alteration in or attachments to the bounce house/moonwalk or area are allowed...period. 
 

 

I Acknowledge and Understand ALL the Above Rules.          Please Use Common Sense When Using This Ride!!!    

 

Signature of Acknowledgment __________________________________________________________Date_______________ 
 

N H Bounce House Rentals   137 Rockingham Road   Windham, NH  03087     Telephone: 603-432-8734 


